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Abstract— Underwater image de-noising and enhancement is 

necessary because of underwater image with low signal to 

noise ratio, low contrast, and poor image quality, due to that 

pre-processing is necessary before applying wavelet de-

noising. Proposed algorithms used Adaptive wavelet 

combining adaptive threshold selection with adaptive output 

of the threshold function for image de-noising and CLAHE 

for enhancement of de-noised image. Finally the output 

shows that the proposed method removes noise effectively, 

also improves Peak Signal to Noise Ratio and better visual 

appearance, wavelet de-noising with enhancement gives 

desirable results in terms of Peak Signal to Noise Ratio Due 

to the advantages of its low entropy, multi-resolution 

characteristics, removing the correlation and choosing base 

flexibility, wavelet de-noising method more and more 

attracts people's attention. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Image de-noising and image enhancement are still 

challenges for research community. Development in 

underwater images is major issue. Capturing clear image in 

underwater is actually difficult task for underwater research 

committee. Underwater images facing lots of problem while 

comparing to the natural photographs. At first proposed, 

works apply some preprocessing methodology for noisy 

images. Then used wavelet transform function for removing 

the noise and for better visual appearance enhancement by 

CLAHE is done. The decomposition of signal makes full 

use of high frequency information of each of the 

multidimensional can add image details and get a better 

enhanced image. Underwater image suffer from low 

illumination, low contrast and poor quality of the image. All 

these problems can be overcome by applying wavelet 

transform on particular image. It is important to select 

threshold and the output of the threshold function when 

using wavelet threshold for image de-nosing. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

[1] Lei Feiand Wang Yingying et al suggested that for the 

problem of underwater image de-noising, a new method 

based on adaptive wavelet combining adaptive threshold 

selection with adaptive output of the threshold function is 

proposed. Considering the underwater image with low SNR, 

contrast imbalance, and poor image quality, first some pre-

processing should be done before wavelet threshold de-

nosing. Then, adopted adaptive wavelet combining adaptive 

threshold selection with adaptive output of the threshold 

function for the image de-noising. Finally the simulation 

results show that the proposed method not only removes 

noise effectively, improves image output peak signal-to-

noise ratio (PSNR), but also yields superior vision quality 

and embodies the superiority of wavelet de-noising [1]. [2] 

Miao Yangand Sowmya et al suggested that, new vectorial 

underwater image quality metric, dubbed the CQ that 

integrates the power spectrum. Unlike existing objective 

underwater image quality metrics, the proposed metric 

consists of a discriminator C based on the slope of the log-

contrast power spectrum that is able to distinguish between 

marine habitats when a large number of images of different 

environments are to be processed, and a patch-based metric 

Q to predict the objective quality of underwater images. 

Experimental results illustrate that the proposed CQ metric 

is able to recognize underwater images with similar 

sharpness and correlates better with enhancement results 

compared to other methods, and also meet realtime 

requirements. [3] Neelesh Gupta, Pooja Sahu and Neetu 

Sharma et al suggested that Light scattering is caused by 

light incident on objects reflected and deflected multiple 

times by particles present in the water before reaching the 

camera. This in turn lowers the visibility and contrast of the 

image captured. Color change corresponds to the varying 

degrees of attenuation encountered by light traveling in the 

water with different wavelengths, rendering ambient 

underwater environments dominated by a bluish tone. No 

existing underwater processing techniques can handle light 

scattering and color change distortions suffered by 

underwater images, and the possible presence of artificial 

lighting simultaneously, a novel systematic approach to 

enhance underwater images by a dehazing algorithm, to 

compensate the attenuation discrepancy along the 

propagation path, and to take the influence of the possible 

presence of an artifical light source into consideration.[5] 

Pulung Nurtantio, Andono,I Ketut Eddy, Purnam and 

Mohamad Hariadi, et al suggested that, Within the last 

decades, improving the quality of an underwater image has 

received considerable attention due to poor visibility of the 

image which is caused by physical properties of the water 

medium. This paper presents a new method called mixture 

Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization 

(CLAHE) color models that specifically developed for 

underwater image enhancement. The method operates 

CLAHE on RGB and HSV color models and both results are 

combined together using Euclidean norm. Experimental 

results show that the proposed approach significantly 

improves the visual quality of underwater images by 

enhancing contrast, as well as reducing noise and artifacts. 
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III. PROPOSED WORK 

 
Fig. 1: Block diagram of proposed work 

Proposed work uses prepossessing methodology shown in 

above block diagram .For de-noising use wavelet transform 

Function, and for better enhancement Histogram 

Equalization is used.  Above all work is performed on   

MATLAB tool.  

A. Preprocessing 

Preprocessing should be done before denoising for that used 

two filters i.e. homo-morphic filter & Gaussian low pass 

filter. 

1) Homo-Morphic Filtering Technology 

At first stage homo-morphic filtering technology is apply on 

the underwater image for eliminating the non-uniform 

illumination and balance contrasting. This step can realize 

the purpose to reduce the illumination changes, sharpen the 

edge details, preserve details and eliminate the noise in the 

image. The filter function H(u,v) can be choose  as follows.  

H1 (u, v) = (r H-r L). (1- exp (-(
𝑢2+𝑣2

2𝛿𝑤
2 )))+rL          (1) 

Where rH and rL are the maximum and minimum 

coefficient values and δω is a factor which controls the cut-

off frequency. 
2) Gaussian Low Pass Filtering 

At second stage Gaussian low pass filtering procedure apply 

for smoothing the underwater image, the image is stored in 

collection of discrete pixels, it  need to produce discrete 

approximation to the Gaussian function before performing  

the convolution. 

Representation of Gaussian low pass filter 

H1 (u, v) =𝑒−𝐷
2(𝑢,𝑣)/2𝐷0

2
……………………(2) 

B. Wavelet Transform 

 
Fig. 2: Flow chart of de-noising by wavelet transforms 

Wavelet transform is exiting tool, for analyze the 

signal. Because in some cases the Fourier and z transform 

cannot perform in both domain i.e. time as well as frequency 

but wavelet work, in both domain. So due to this in the 

proposed work, image de-noising through wavelet is prefer 

rather than other thresholding like soft & hard thresholding. 

Wavelet offer better result in term of peak signal to noise 

ratio, due to this it attracts people attention. 

C. Image Enhancement by Contrast Limited Adaptive 

Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) 

The aim of image enhancement is to provide a better 

transform representation for future automated image 

processing. The high-performance of the HE in enhancing 

the contrast of an image as a consequence of the dynamic 

range expansion 

 
Fig. 3: Flow chart of Enhancement by CLAHE. 

A CLAHE method enhances the contrast in images 

by transforming the values of intensity in the image. 

1) Find all the inputs of image that is number of regions 

available in row and the number of region available 

column directions. 

2) Pre-process the inputs determine the real clip limit 

value from the normalized value pad the image before 

splitting into the regions and then go toward 

preprocessing. 

3) Process on each contextual region on row and column 

thus create gray level mappings of image. And then the 

regions that make a histogram for this region it extract 

a single image. 

4) And at last interpolate gray level mappings of image in 

order to assemble final CLAHE image. 

D. Experimental Results and Discussion 

 
Fig. 4:  proposed method result with performance parameter 

like PSNR, MSE 
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Fig. 5: Original image histogram 

 
Fig. 6: Denoise and enhance image histogram 

Sr. 

no 
Algorithm 

PSNR 

value in db 

1. 

Proposed algorithm 

(Adaptive wavelet de-noising and its 

enhancement using Contrast limited 

adaptive histogram equalization) 

134.347db 

2. Adaptive Wavelet Thresholding 76.9359db 

3. Only Threshold adaptive 63.4889db 

4. Soft Thresholding 58.4860db 

5. Dark Channel Prior 50.4035db 

6. Hard Thresholding 57.7735db 

7. Histogram   Equalization 25.3084db 

Table 1: Comparative analysis of PSNR with various de-

noising algorithm 

IV. CONCLUSION 

As shown in Table 1, the proposed algorithm achieves 

higher peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR). In addition, the 

method has achieved good visual effects and not only 

protect the image detail information but also overcome the 

disadvantages of soft and hard threshold in a certain extent. 

It achieves good de-noising effects.  
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